COURSE: ENG 204 - British Literature II  3 Credits

INSTRUCTOR:  SEMESTER/YEAR:

COURSE DESCRIPTION:  This course offers readings of representative prose and poetry from the era of Romanticism to the contemporary period with some attention to historical and social backgrounds. Total of 45 hours of lecture.

TEXTBOOK:
Please note:  student will need a copy of  Tess of the D’urbervilles  by Thomas Hardy and a copy of The Waves by Virginia Woolf.

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES:
1. To distinguish the importance of emotional values and figurative language in prose and poetry and the diversity of literary expression
2. To arrive at an accurate understanding of the terminology of each age
3. To evaluate the literature of the different periods
4. To distinguish the salient characteristics of each period
5. To recognize the influences of the spoken language upon the written language and literature of each age.
6. To write analytically using appropriate literary terms, textual and critical support and MLA documentation